THE NARRATIVE OF LIGHT REDESIGNS REALITY
"I am very fascinated by the historical and cultural stratifications of Naples, by the very
structure of the city and by its constructions. To conceive works especially for Palazzo Tarsia
it’s been a double challenge: cause of the monumental architecture of these spaces and the work
of a master like Shozo Shimamoto, whose presence imbues the venue. This is why I chose to
work with the idea of lightness, using the glass and black and white which leaves me complete
autonomy of language “. The work of Henrik Strömberg is very poetic and moving; he is a
Swedish artist based in Berlin, who concludes a three-month residency here in Naples with the
exhibition "Refraction of lightness" which we visit in preview with the privilege of the presence
of the artist, who is still mounting his installations. The exhibition, curated by Chiara Valci
Mazzara and Loredana Troise, the result of the collaboration between Morra Foundation and
Avella Laboratory, will open on October 12th in the halls of Palazzo Tarsia which normally
hosts the Shozo Shimamoto Foundation, displaying its voluminous, multicoloured and always
surprising works by the Japanese master which seem to regenerate theirselves through their
closeness to Strömberg's experimental work.
What immediately captures the attention visiting this exhibition is a sort of narration that
underlies the whole, in which, however, the aesthetic force changes the contents of reality: we
see forms familiar to us, but which correspond to new interpretative codes. The glass works,
for example, are a set of forms that are incorporated into each other, just as the serigraphs
intertwine with each other and with additional pieces of photographic film, as if the artist's
urgency was that to act not on the final aesthetic but on its content.
Strömberg artistically starts as a photographer, hence the need to bend the light to his will, using
refractions and reflections of the images, intersecting layers in an action that metaphorically
refers to the stratifications of the city. As he immediately confirms during the interview. Some
glass vases have their center of gravity shifted and occupy the space by tilting, giving in to a
deliberate instability: the artist therefore seems to be looking for a loss of balance so that the
work is offered to the viewer in an extreme idea of freedom:
The light is the fundamental element that passes through the hand-blown glass works, changing
their perception, but also becomes essential for the creation of the photographic material, from
which extraordinary large-format serigraphs are created, mounted on large scale canvases on
the walls or are installed on wooden slabs horizontally where the sculptural volumes are housed.
And then there is the lightness, embodied in the transparency of the glass and in the installations
that presents themselves with that vague sense of instability. Strömberg's investigation about
volumes and meanings is amplified by the complexity of the creative gesture. The material is
folded into impossible shapes that are literally crossed through by other materials: the handblown glass containers 'contain' each other and at the same time host burnt papers and pages of
newspapers, including IL Mattino. Our newspaper therefore finds itself to be the connection
between these forms - round like cellular reproductions or solidified as volcanic lava bubbles and testifies to the intense relationship of the artist with the city. "The purpose is precisely this
- explains Giuseppe Morra - not to host made-up exhibitions but to make Naples the engine of
creativity”.
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